11 October 2018 –5:15 p.m.
Location: SCC 217


Senate Staff: Alfredo Reyes-Guzman, Audrey Jang

Advisors: Ellie Ash-Bala, Christopher Waugh

Absent: Ji Min Hwang, Julian Villasenor, Israel Diaz Garcia, Alezandro Ruvalcaba, Malak Afaneh, Elvis Kaharo, Daniela Bond

Guests:

I. Call to Order
   • Alejandro Guerrero calls the meeting to order at 5:15 pm

II. Group Announcements
   • Community Accountability Day 25 October 2018

III. Approval of Minutes (None Today)
   • Daniel moves to approve minutes; Johny seconds
   8 Approved | 0 Opposed | 8 Abstained

IV. ASPC Website Update
   • ASPC Website set to include Senator’s bios
   • Point of conversation: J-Board inclusion of policies on the site, but could be at risk for being outdated
   • Moving forwards: Conversation with dev team and or hyperlink engage with up to date policies

V. Solidarity Letter
   • Review of Solidarity Letter that addresses Dean Hinkson Email,
     ○ Change length, edit message to be more explicit
   • Moving forwards: critique email more in depth and sign letter at noon
VI. Actionable Support for Survivors/ Advocates

- Possibility of Advocates to lose funding, can ASPC fund them?
- ASPC allocation will go down, budget changing due to finance accountant payments
- Moving forwards: Include Advocates in conversation, have Sue come in too, to come to a solution/action plan

VII. Community Accountability Day

- Key idea: how to keep clubs and organizations accountable for their support to survivors on campus
- Thoughts to make workshops like this “mandatory” (highly encouraged) for club leaders
  - Highly consider their attendance as part of their application for funding
- Increase amount of workshops so new clubs can participate
- Moving forwards: Structure the criteria for clubs and orgs if attendance affects their funding

VIII. Adjournment / Closed Meeting

- Alejandro Guerrero adjourned the body at 6:36 p.m.